
Wildlife Detective

Hunting under controlled conditions continues 
to be the most effective way to manage deer 
populations throughout the United States. Although 
public perception of hunting as a management tool 
in populated areas is often negative, controlled deer 
hunts have been found to be safe and effective in many 
urban and suburban settings. Currently, numerous 
state wildlife agencies throughout the country have 
established special deer hunting season regulations to 
provide local governing bodies with a potential solution 
to address deer overpopulation problems in cities and 
suburban areas.

In West Virginia, regulations were implemented years 
ago which provide incorporated cities and homeowner 
associations with a potential solution to address deer 
overabundance problems. A special urban deer archery 
season, which typically opens two weeks prior to the 
statewide traditional deer archery season in October 
and runs through the end of December, has been used 
effectively by several cities and homeowner associations 
throughout the state. The municipalities of Barboursville, 
Bethlehem, Charleston, Ronceverte, Weirton and 
Wheeling took advantage of the special urban archery 
season regulations during the fall of 2008, with varying 
degrees of success. In addition, several homeowner 
associations throughout West Virginia implemented these 
special regulations this past fall.

Hunters participating in this special season 
are permitted to take up to two deer which do not 
count toward a hunter’s annual archery deer season 
bag limit. The special urban deer archery season 

regulations do not supercede city ordinances, local 
regulations or community prohibitions on hunting.  
Typically, local governing bodies are required to 
modify regulations and ordinances to permit the 
use of archery equipment in these areas. The local 
governing board often incorporates special conditions 
such as hunter proficiency requirements, shooting from 
elevated locations, and minimum acreage requirements 
into the special archery season regulations to address 
various concerns and to minimize conflicts with other 
homeowners. Homeowner associations interested in 
participating in this special season must submit a 
written request for consideration to the DNR Director 
by March 1 of the year the hunt is requested.

Dealing with deer in populated areas often requires 
a multi-faceted approach with controlled archery 
hunting in many cases being a potential solution. The 
implementation of a special urban hunting season, 
preferably prior to a deer population growing to an 
undesirable level, can be an integral component of a 
sound management program, in conjunction with the 
more traditional approaches including fencing and 
repellents in dealing with deer damage problems.

City officials and/or property owners needing 
additional information in addressing deer problems 
in urban settings should contact the District Wildlife 
Biologist at their local DNR District Office for 
additional guidance.

Gary Foster is the Supervisor of Game Management stationed  
in Elkins.

Nature Note
The annual cycle of antler growth is a source of wonder for many folks. When 
daylight hours begin to lengthen in early spring, the pituitary gland of the buck 
is stimulated to produce the hormone prolactin, triggering the production of 
antlers. A soft velvet-like covering protects and nourishes the growing antlers. 
Beneath the velvet, blood vessels carry and deposit calcium and other minerals.  

Throughout spring and summer, antlers continue to grow. By September, an 
increase in the level of the hormone testosterone in the blood dries up the blood 
supply to the antlers, and they become hardened. The male deer then begin to 
rub off the dried velvet and polish their new antlers in preparation for combat with 
other bucks during the breeding seasons. As the shorter days of winter arrive, the 
buck’s testosterone level drops and the antlers are shed, usually by late winter.

The size of antlers varies, depending upon heredity and diet. The number 
of points on antlers varies as well, with the antlers of animals in their prime 
generally carrying more points than those of younger and older bucks.  

The development and loss of antlers is just one of the many responses of the 
white-tailed deer to the cycle of the seasons. 
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Buck in velvet.

What to do
Find fairly good-sized photos of wild animals. (You could use 
past issues of this magazine or print ones off the Internet.) Tape 
a photo of a wild animal on a child’s back. (Don’t let the child 
see the image.) Have the children turn around so that the other 
children can see the picture. The child then asks questions to 
discover his new “identity.” When they think they know who 
they are, they make a guess. If they guess wrong, they keep on 
asking questions until they guess their identity correctly. The 
questions must have Yes-No answers. Examples: Do I have fur? 
Do I have four legs? Am I cold-blooded? Do I eat only meat?  

This game will make the student think about an animal’s 
characteristics. You may want to make permanent cards 
by mounting the photos on posterboard. (To help reduce 
household waste you may use the cardboard from used cereal 
boxes or shipping boxes you receive.) If you wish, you can 
punch holes in the cardboard and tie string or yarn through the 
holes so the photo can be worn around the neck.  

A variation of this activity involves having all the children place 
an animal picture on their backs at the same time. The children 
then walk around, taking turns asking questions to discover their 
identity. When a child thinks he knows his identity, he writes it 
down on a slip of paper along with his name and hands it to you. 
When everyone is finished, call the children back up one at a time 
and have them stand with their back to the other children. Then 
read the child’s guess with a brief discussion on what question 
helped them guess correctly. If the guess is wrong, help them ask 
some additional questions to figure it out.  

Another variation of this activity doesn’t require the use of 
signs. A child leaves the room while the other children pick 
an animal. The child then returns and asks questions as 
described above to identify the animal.  

Method
Children ask questions to discover what kind of animal is 
illustrated on their back.
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Materials
Pictures of wild animals, 
masking tape

Location
Indoors or outdoors
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Large amounts of forested land exist within Wheeling’s city limits,  
which has held an urban deer season since 1995.

  A four-foot-high chain link fence does little to stop deer.
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